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Phonics Mini Mats Glow Alphabet Pebbles

A set of glow in the dark pebbles
engraved with lowercase
alphabet letters. Ideal for
taking literacy into your
Dark Den or Sensory Room,
these tactile stones
are the perfect size for
little hands to hold.
The pebbles glow for
up to an hour - simply
leave them out in
daylight for a few
minutes to 'charge'.
Use indoors or out.
Contains 26 pebbles
supplied in a bag.
Size: approx. 5cm.

See these Sensory Literacy items too!

These bright and colourful phonics mats allow for easy,
yet fun learning with children. A combination of silicon
material with different colours representing different
phases, creates the perfect multi-sensory tool for
children to engage with phonics! The small hole at the
top allows the mats to be hung both indoors and
outdoors and to be enjoyed in any learning
environment. See above for phase contents.

Material: Silicone, Diameter: 10cm, Depth: 2 mm
73 Pieces

Phonics Indoor / Outdoor Silicon Mats

Enjoy learning phonics actively with these 73 brightly coloured and
versatile mats, perfect for use outdoors or indoors! Made from
silicon, ensures they are non-slip so children can have fun playing
safely whilst learning the 44 sounds linked directly to Letters and
Sounds. Suitable for use with any Phonics Programme, each phase
is identified by a different colour. 25cm diameter, 2mm thickness.

Available as one complete set of 3, or each phase separately.
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Available in English, Afrikaans, isiZulu or isiXhosa. Bring your
classroom to life with this bright and colourful, convenient
pack of ready-made laminated classroom resources.
Appropriate for use with deaf children who use an oral / aural
approach; second language learners; children with learning
disabilities and those who use AAC.

Includes: A5 Language Development Cards (all themes), Full
Matching Activity Cards, Alphabet Banner, Days of the Week
Banner, Date & Weather Board, 10 x Alphabet Desk Sheets,
Classroom Labelling System, 100 High Frequency Word
Collection. Presented in high quality colour boxes. Optional
Training Manual for ideas on how to use the resources is
available.

Phonic Word Builder

Percy's World of Words

Children are encouraged to use a selection of fun
machines to learn phonics skills, reading, spelling and
sentence building. This program is divided into sections
with bright and colourful interactive screens, where the
child is motivated to construct words and complete
simple sentences. Ideal for Key Stages 1 and 2, spoken
instructions are included throughout making this software
suitable for unsupervised use. The activities used can be
fully customised, allowing the teacher to easily build sets
of words suitable for an individual child or class.

Alphabet Paint

An enjoyable educational experience for anybody who
likes colouring pictures, being noisy and getting
rewarded with funny animations. Alphabet Paint helps
to develop pre-reading skills and is designed for either
young pupils or those who respond to additional
stimulus. The 104 pictures and over 400 related sounds
provide students with a strong visual and auditory
association of the letter and its sound.

With fully narrated text and 3 levels of difficulty to enable
the player to develop their word and phonic skills, these
activities can be used unsupervised, and include topics
covering spelling, rhyming words and a variety of
phonics for the age group, such as initial & final
phonemes and blends. With an extensive teacher's
section. Add your own words, spelling lists and speech -
ideal for extra practice. Printable activity sheets supplied
on the CD help to develop literacy and learning skills
away from the computer. Quick and easy to set up, with
exciting activities that children will enjoy playing.

Percy's Alphabet Workshop

Explore the letters & sounds of the alphabet and objects
that start with the same letter. Graphemes & phonemes
are also covered as Percy looks at the pronunciation and
spelling of simple words. Children assist Percy with
activities that are full of photos & speech, while starting to
read a variety of words. Activities allow children to
choose the correct letter for the objects displayed; to
match sounds with letters; and to decide which letter is
missing from simple words. Choose to have letters
pronounced by their names or their sounds, and Z
pronounced as 'Zee' or 'Zed', plus the option to use lower
or upper case letters.
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ChooseIt! Initial Sounds ChooseIt! Initial Blends: Sounds

Topics include colour, number,
days of the week, months and
seasons.
Over 550 individual pages of
activities. Each activity has a
graded sequence of 20 to 40
simply presented multiple-choice
questions
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting, so
you can record student progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

Practice recognising, hearing, matching, reading and
spelling everyday words.

Learn sounds of the 26 most common initial consonant
blends. One activity each for ch, sh, th, qu & tr.

13 more activities introduce
more blends in pairs (eg: 'bl'
and 'cl' together)
Grapheme recognition is not
required, although graphemes
are introduced passively
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting,
so you can record student
progress
The series is ideal for pupils at
the Foundation Stage as well
as those with special needs

ChooseIt! Initial Blends: Letters
Covers matching and recognition of common
written blends.

Covers the sounds of the 26 letters, both individually
spoken and spoken at the beginning of words.

One activity for each letter, with
five extra activities for each of
the long vowel sounds
Includes VC and CVC blending
No grapheme recognition is
required, although graphemes
are introduced passively.
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting,
so you can record student
progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

Choose It! Alphabet

Distinguishing letters from other
symbols & sort whole words
alphabetically.
Letter reversals, matching upper
and lowercase
Over 40 activities with 20 to 40
simply presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting, so
you can record student progress.
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as those
with special needs

Focus on learning the names of the 26 letters (rather
than their phonic sounds) and on dictionary skills.

ChooseIt! Initial Letters
Differentiate the sound of letters at the beginning of
words, matching and recognition of written letters, a-z.

There is one activity for each
letter as well as a selection of
round-up activities.
Each activity has 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting, so
you can record student progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

Includes simple instructions,
sequencing sounds, counting
syllables, rhyming and alliteration
Each activity has 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting,
so you can record student
progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

ChooseIt! Listening Skills
Practise matching and identifying environmental
sounds, vocal utterances, musical instruments, & more

ChooseIt! Tricky High Freq. Words
Practice recognition of tricky high frequency words
that are difficult to learn to read and spell.

Over 600 pages of activities
Each activity has 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting,
so you can record student
progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as
those with special needs

Common blends are covered,
both individually and in pairs. With
several motivating round-up
activities.
Each activity has 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice
questions each
Full speech support and switch
access
Simple performance reporting, so
you can record student progress
The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as those
with special needs
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ChooseIt! Literacy Ready-Mades: All 8 Titles

Save
when you
buy all 8!

Each titles has over 40 activities with 20 to 40 simply
presented multiple-choice questions each
Full speech support and switch access
Simple performance reporting, so you can record
student progress.

The series is ideal for pupils at the
Foundation Stage as well as those
with special needs
Available in Single User, 5 User or Site
Licenses with unlimited installations

Interactive Reading Library - Books and Software

The Reading Library encourages non-reading
students to participate and succeed in literacy
activities.

All books use visual strategies to help beginning
readers associate pictures with words and follow story
lines. Each library contains eight laminated, ring-
bound books with removable picture cards. The
books feature a standard skill sequence: picture
match, picture identification, and picture labelling.
Students interact with the books by attaching Velcro
backed picture cards to the corresponding text.
Library 1 is easier than Library 2.

Phonics, Numbers, Alphabet, Verbs, Colours, School,
Opposites, Home and Emotions

Prepositions, Rhyme, Animals, Word Families, Social
Responses, Sequencing, Emotions, Functions and
Categorising
Available as a set which includes both Libraries, or in
a software version.

The software reads the books aloud with highlighted text and lets students
click on any word for identification. Features picture-to-picture and
picture-to-word matching exercises with a speech recording option. An
easy-to- use management system lets you select books for each student
and stores student performance results.

Windows only. Touch screen and switch accessible.

Clicker 7

Clicker 7 makes it easy for teachers to produce differentiated curriculum resources. The latest version of Clicker is more
accessible, user-friendly and customisable than ever before. What sets Clicker apart from other word processors is the
extensive support it offers to emergent, developing and struggling readers and writers - perfect for primary school.
Clicker 7’s enhanced accessibility features include switch access, touch screen and eye gaze compatibility.

Clicker Sets give
learners point-and-
click access to
whole words,
phrases, and
pictures.

Clicker’s word
predictor improves
the productivity of
struggling spellers.

Clicker’s children’s
voices let pupils hear
their work read back
to them, to
encourage actively
reviewing and self-
correcting their work.

Clicker Board - built-
in planning / mind-
mapping tool to
help them prepare
for writing.

Voice Notes - record their
own audio notes before they
write - an opportunity to
rehearse sentences, and
offers a powerful way for
children to capture their initial
thoughts and ideas.
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Splash! Numbers Indoor / Outdoor Tiles 1-50

These tactile, wipe-clean silicone number tiles are great
for all kinds of number lessons and games. Tiles show
the number and the word, and are durable so kids can
jump on the tiles, or touch them.

Odd and even numbers are in a
different colour. Place them
around the garden, in sand or
water or make a number
treasure hunt with this useful
resource. Phonics tiles are
also available - see pg 152.

Enables learners with a wide range of abilities to create
accurate illustrations for Maths and Science. It includes
full keyboard access, pointer only access or mixed
mode control. Splash! Primary comes with lots of easy-
to-use resources for Maths and Science for Foundation
phase, or a Secondary phase option for older learners.
If you can’t use pencils, pens, and crayons or struggle
to draw or measure things accurately, or find writing
and setting out numbers hard, then Splash! can help. A
value bundle is available which includes Primary and
Secondary!

Primary Numeracy Support Program

Enhance basic numeracy skills, reinforce confidence in
handling the four rules of number and focus on
progression in counting from the earliest stages up to
early Intermediate phase. Suitable for whole class
teaching, group work or one-to-one situations. Created
by advisors for use by teachers and teaching assistants.
It is a complete intervention program and consists of the
following:
• Clear, concise assessments to help form a starting
place within the program • Planned, well structured
objectives • Skills and knowledge required to fulfill
objectives • Explicit tasks and ideas for teaching
objectives • 3 levels per year (some overlap between
levels and years) • There is flexibility between the school
year of the child and the designated year of the
program. Includes an A4, 150 page, paperback book
covering the Yearly Attainment Targets across ability
groups, and a CD-Rom of printable games and activities
linked to each task. Also includes a supporting teacher
guide.

Numeracy Development Pack

Available in English, Afrikaans, isiZulu or isiXhosa. Bring
your classroom to life with this bright and colourful,
convenient pack of ready-made laminated
classroom resources. Appropriate for use with all
children, including mainstream, or deaf children who
use an oral / aural approach; or second language
learners; or children with learning disabilities and
those who use AAC.
Includes: Numbers 1-10 Banner, 10 x Numeracy Desk
Sheets, Large Clock, Large Number Line, Flard Cards,
Place Value Cards, 1- 100 Number Grid.
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Counting Songs 1

NumberShark 5

A highly popular resource for teaching counting to
children with learning difficulties. Lively tunes and
lovable animated characters engage the children, and
encouraging them to count along with the music. The
songs are offered in three progressive stages: playing
all the way through; counting
before each verse; asking
the child to count
before each verse.
Can be used with
a touch screen,
mouse or
switches.
Includes an
audio CD
so you can
listen to the
songs on
any CD
player!.

Counting Songs 2

Ten original songs with entertaining animations, designed
for children with learning difficulties. Seven of the songs
count up from 1 to 5, whilst three count down. The
catchy songs, along with a set of interactive activities,
are offered in three progressive stages.
Counting Songs 2 motivates the older
child while respecting their
greater years. May also be
suitable for some early
years learners and
teens. Counting
Songs 1 & 2 can
be used with a
touch screen,
mouse or
switches.

A motivating computer program that uses 50 games to
teach and reinforce numeracy and improve
understanding and use of numbers. The wide variety of
carefully designed games provide many ways in which to
practise. With over 500 topics to choose from, addressing
each of the following number operations: Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, Fractions, Decimals,
Simple Percentages ... all presented in very gradual steps.

Show Me Math Software
The software focuses on the four operations of: addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, using no
number greater than twenty. Each math problem is
illustrated with an animated movie to assist learners who
struggle to visualise and understand calculation.
Assessments evaluate student progress with detailed
record keeping to help you write IEPs. Users can select
answers on the keyboard, or by clicking on a number, or
the student can choose the "Show Me!" option, where
the answer is illustrated with a short animated movie. For
example, 3+ 4 = 7: 3 ping-pong balls appear, 4 more
come bouncing in, for a total of 7. Choose from four
animated characters; sheep, ants, beans and ping-
pong balls. Appropriate for any age.
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Talking Calculator

Simplify maths by providing a calculator with speech
output. This is very useful for people with dyslexia or
dyscalculia. It speaks aloud numeric entries and
calculations in easy-to-understand speech (English only).
For totals, choose between the complete number in
speech, “seventy-eight” or saying answers digit-by-digit,
“seven, eight.”

Features volume control,
mute option and angled
display. Two AAA batteries
included. Size: 6.5 x 11.5cm.
Two AAA batteries
included.
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Decimal Action Equivalence Action

Help children understand the relationships
between fractions, decimals and percentages.
A visual representation of equivalence, easily see that ½
is the same as 50% or 0.5, and pieces can make a whole
from the different units. Provides a clear and simple
format for teaching equivalence. 367 pieces, Material:
Foam, Diameter: 9cm. Available in Circles or Bars options.

Get straight to the decimal point with this hands-on
resource. Help children see how different decimals
can make up a whole, and to show the relationships
between decimals, fractions and percentages. The
perfect complement to Fraction Action and
Percentage Action. 122 Pieces, Material: Foam,
Diameter: 9cm. Available in Circles or Bars options.

Percentage Action

Be 100% confident when teaching percentages with
this hands-on resource. Percentage Action helps
children to see percentages as fractions of one
whole and see the relationships between fractions,
percentages and decimals. Percentage Action is a
great resource to support work comparing and
ordering percentages and helping pupils see the link
between percentages and 360° when calculating
angles for pie charts. When used alongside Fraction
Action they can support the calculation of
percentages of quantities. Total number of pieces
122. Max size 9cm diameter. All contained in a nice
storage box. Available in Circles or Bars options.

Fraction Action

Fractions made fun! Our Fraction Action resource is one
of a kind as it helps children to see the relationships
between different fractions. They can visually see 2/8 is
the same as 1/4, and then added together they make
1/2, hence developing their skills with addition and
subtraction of fractions - a key concept in the
curriculum. The pieces are perfect for children to use
individually or in small groups in the classroom.
Fractions contained are: Whole, halves, thirds, quarters,
fifths, sixths, eights, ninths, tenths, twelfths. Made from
EVA foam with a magnetic back. Set contains 123
pieces. Max size 9cm diameter.
Available in Circles or Bars options.

Date, Season & Weather Board

Large, standing, brightly coloured date and
weather board containing the day of the week,
date, month, year and a selection of weather
and seasons.

Used daily to assist with teaching of days of the
weak, months of the year, weather and seasons.

Each word is printed using the correct foundation
phase font and the board is laminated for
durability. With moving pointing arrows it is easy
and fun to use. Involved your class with this
interactive and durable resource.

Dimensions: 43 x 60xm
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Choose It! Space, Shape & Measure *Foundation

These 25 activities cover colour, 2D and 3D shape,
positional words, opposites, sequencing shapes and
time awareness (non-clock time). Ideal for Foundation
phase use or in classroom for people with special
needs. Like the entire ChooseIt! range, one of our most
popular education
titles, all activities
are switch
accessible, include
spoken support
and progress
reporting to monitor
performance.
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Choose It! Numbers 0-5
21 Graded activities covering comparison of quantity,
counting sets of objects, counting on (rote counting),
counting back, numeral recognition and matching sets
to numerals. Like the entire ChooseIt! range, one of our
most popular education titles, all activities are touch &
switch accessible,
include spoken
support & progress
reporting to
monitor
performance.

switch accessible,
include spoken
support & progress
reporting to
monitor
performance.

Choose It! Numbers 5 -10
23 Graded activities covering odd-one-out sets,
counting sets, counting on (rote counting), numeral
recognition, more than, less than and simple addition up
to 10. Like the entire ChooseIt! range, one of our most
popular education titles, all activities are touch &

Choose It! Time
24 Activities about time, from times on-the-hour up to
counting on and back in units of 5 minutes, and
everything in between. Many activities give you a
choice of analogue or digital clocks. Includes an activity
on weeks, months and seasons. All activities are touch &

All activities are
switch accessible,
include spoken
support & progress
reporting to
monitor
performance.

Includes 21 activities covering matching and recognition
of geometric 2D and 3D shapes, sequencing shapes,
counting sides, nets, weight, length, capacity, and
planes and symmetry. Ideal for Key Stage 1 phase use or
in classroom for people with special needs.

Choose It! Space, Shape & Measure *Key Stage 1

switch accessible,
include spoken
support & progress
reporting to
monitor
performance.

All 8 ChooseIt! Numeracy Titles
The entire Numeracy Range is a good value, engaging
collection which covers a diverse set of topics and skills.

*Includes a discounted 'Money' CD which is about UK currency,
which can be edited using ChooseIt! Maker 3 for SA.

Choose It! Early Numbers
An accessible range of 32 activities designed to give
pupils revision in the knowledge learnt in practical lessons
about numbers one to three. Consists of a sequence of
simply presented multiple-choice questions. Correct
answers result in a short animated sequence with music
and spoken
reinforcement and
a fun game on the
CD adds to the
motivation.
Full speech support
switch access, and
performance
reporting.

Choose It! Numbers 0 - 100
This CD has 23 activities based around the 100 square,
covering more than, less than, counting in 2s, 5s, 10s
etc., number bonds in 10s and doubling. Like the entire
ChooseIt! range, one of our most popular education
titles, all activities
are switch
accessible, include
spoken support &
progress
reporting to
monitor student
performance.

With Built-in Progress Reporting
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This CD has 30 graded activities about electricity and
forces. Activities consist of sequential & simply
presented multiple-choice questions. Correct answers
result in a short animated sequence with music and
spoken reinforcement while a fun 'monkey story' game
on the CD adds to the motivation. Full speech support
and switch access options provide access to learning
by almost all students and simple performance
reporting allows you to record student progress.

ChooseIt! Science: Living Things (Foundation)
This CD has 32 graded activities which introduce the
topics of human beings, animals and plants as well as the
world around us. Activities consist of sequential & simply
presented multiple-choice questions. Correct answers
result in a short animated sequence with music and
spoken reinforcement while a fun 'monkey story' game
on the CD adds to the motivation. Full speech support
and switch access options provide access to learning by
almost all students and simple performance reporting
allows you to record student progress.

ChooseIt! Science: Living Things

ChooseIt! Science: Materials

On this CD there are 38 slightly harder activities which
develop the knowledge gained from the previous CD
for Life Processes and Living Things. Activities consist of
sequential & simply presented multiple-choice
questions.Full speech support and switch access
options provide access to learning by almost all
students and simple performance reporting allows you
to record student progress.

ChooseIt! Science: Light, Sound & Space
The 31 activities on this CD cover the topics of Earth and
Space, Light and Sound. Activities consist of a graded
sequence of simply presented multiple-choice questions.
Correct answers result in a short animated sequence with
music and spoken reinforcement while a fun 'monkey
story' game on the CD adds to the motivation. Full
speech support and switch access options provide
access to learning by almost all students and simple
performance reporting allows you to record progress.

These 30 activities look at materials from everyday life
and their properties. Activities consist of a graded
sequence of simply presented multiple-choice
questions. Correct answers result in a short animated
sequence with music and spoken reinforcement while a
fun 'monkey story' game on the CD adds to the
motivation. Speech support & switch access provides
learning to almost all students and simple performance
reporting allows you to record progress.

All 5 ChooseIt! Science Titles
These easy-to-use CD's provide a
comprehensive range of activities
that cover the science curriculum
at Foundation Phase. Ideal for
individual use and for group use
on an interactive whiteboard or
plasma screen. Titles include:

With ChooseIt! Maker 3 (available separately)
you can also personalise the activities with your
own images and sounds. See page XX.
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This well designed, narrated software helps children to
practice and develop their number skills, through a
range of fun activities. With 3 levels of difficulty and two
friendly cat and dog characters, children can practice
counting, counting on and counting back, rounding,
estimating, place value and number sequences.
Includes resources for use on an interactive whiteboard,
and an extensive teacher's section to print, record and
view pupils' progress and produce certificates.

Paws Explore: Fractions
A selection of fun activities that help children to
develop and practice the topic of fractions. The
narrated activities with 3 levels of difficulty, cover
identifying fractions of objects & numbers, matching
fractions with pictures, matching equivalent fractions
and creating fractions by dividing objects. Includes
resources for use on an interactive whiteboard, and an
extensive teacher's section to record and view pupils'
progress and produce certificates.

Paws Explore: Symmetry

Paws Explore: Electricity & Light Did you know?

Explore the topic of symmetry through a selection of fun
activities. Each activity covers recognising and creating
one/two lines of symmetry, sorting images according to
lines of symmetry and making or completing
symmetrical patterns and pictures. With 3 levels of
difficulty, it includes a wide range of resources for use
on an interactive whiteboard, and an extensive
teacher's section to print, record and view pupils'
progress and produce certificates.

Paws Explore: Multiplication
Presenting the topic of multiplication in several different
ways, the title uses the relevant vocabulary for the player
to test their general multiplication skills, rapid recall of
multiplication facts and begin to understand the
relationship between multiplication and addition/division.
With 3 levels of difficulty, it includes a wide range of
resources for use on an interactive whiteboard with a
group, and an extensive teacher's section to print, record
and view pupils' progress and produce certificates. Also
narrated, ideal for unsupervised use.

Covers the themes of electricity, circuits and conductors,
light and shadows. Learn about creating simple electric
circuits, exploring the conductivity of different materials,
understanding different ways of changing a bulb's
brightness, and using switches. With 3 levels of difficulty, it
includes a wide range of resources for use on an
interactive whiteboard with a group, and an extensive
teacher's section to print, record and view pupils'
progress and produce certificates. Also narrated, ideal
for unsupervised use.

The Paws Explore main menu
allows the player to easily access
each of the six activities. It also
provides access to the teacher

settings and Whiteboard resources.
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Stimulating graphics, speech and sound effects in
a range of educational activities that will enable
children to build a solid foundation in early
mathematics. Help Percy the caterpillar to
complete interesting activities that involve
simple sums using both numbers and pictures,
dividing objects into sets, comparing objects
of different sizes and sorting them into
sequences. The games consolidate the skills
of counting, grouping, comparison,
sequences, simple addition, subtraction and
number recognition.

This software can
be used unsuper-
vised and is
also suitable for use
with touch screens.

Percy Keeps Counting
This title is designed to further develop children's
counting skills! The fun activities included in the
program encourage the user to practice
counting in different contexts, including
counting on from a number and counting in
twos, fives and tens. In addition, the player
can practice counting organised and
randomly placed objects, as well as being
encouraged to sort items before they count.

Supplied with printable worksheets and
features 3 levels of difficulty with narrated
text. Suitable for
unsupervised use,
this title also
includes an
extensive teacher's
section.

Percy's World of Numbers

Percy Gets Measuring

Children are encouraged to develop their counting
and number recognition skills, through a series of fun
activities. An animated on-screen number
book introduces the user to numbers up to
20 and recognising numbers. The activities
are designed to build on the child's skills,
with 3 difficulty levels, to cover the themes
of counting, comparing numbers,
sequencing numbers and ordinal numbers.

Suitable for unsupervised use, the title is fully
narrated, includes printable worksheets and
has an extensive
teacher's section.

Percy Gets Into Shapes
Based around the themes of shape, size and colour, this
program provides a number of educational games
designed to develop sequencing, comparison
and matching skills. Shapes are explored by
matching outlines to pictures of everyday
objects, as well as distinguishing between
commonly found shapes. Children can
practice finding and sorting objects
according to size, whilst colour is explored
by following Percy the caterpillar's
instructions to colour images correctly.
Suitable for use with touch screens, and
includes printable
worksheets for use
away from the
computer. Has an
extensive
teacher's section.

Helps children explore the subject of measurement at
Foundation Phase, teaching the topics of length,
capacity and weight in a selection of
interesting activities. Children can practice
using a set of balances on-screen to
compare and match weights. Length is
explored with activities involving measuring
and comparison (using standard and
non-standard units).The teacher's section
allows use of of either Metric or Imperial
measurements throughout the program.

This title is fully
narrated for
unsupervised use,
& includes printable
worksheets for use
away from the
computer.

Percy Has Fun with Science

Percy, the friendly caterpillar, explores a wealth of
activities for children at Foundation Phase. Being
suitable for unsupervised use with narrated
text and 3 levels, this title covers the main
areas of life processes, materials and their
properties and physical processes.
The topics covered include electric circuits,
magnets, the properties of materials, forces,
changing shapes, natural and man-made
materials, food, plants and differences &
similarities.

In addition, printable
worksheets and an
extensive teacher's
section are included
in this fun, simple title.
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Percy helps children to get to grips with the basics of
using a computer. Through fun, easy-to-use activities,
mouse control, clicking, double clicking and dragging
can be practised, along with using the keyboard.
Illustrated video clips demonstrate different parts of the
computer. This title is ideal for unsupervised use, as it is
fully narrated and features 3 levels of difficulty. Also
included are printable worksheets and an extensive
teacher's section. Accessible through touch screen or
mouse.

Touch Type 2

This typing tutor works at your own pace. See the letter,
hear it, then type it. A full on-screen picture of the
keyboard teaches the home keys first, then introduces
the others through a range of exercises. The program
also includes a monitoring system to show where you
need practice. Touch Type 2 is suitable for all ages and is
adaptable for special needs. The program speaks the
next letter to be typed and has the option of changing
the font, font size and font colour so it is suitable for
visually impaired users.

Nessy Fingers

First Keys 3

This award winning touch typing program also helps
children improve their spelling skills. Nine games using
real words and sentences provide all the motivation
needed! Explore the land of Ness and battle dragons
and ghosts. Crush Rocky under a giant snowball. Score
goals against the boss gorilla or win trophies in the hall of
fame. The key positions are taught in the sequence of
the alphabet. Set personal speed and accuracy targets.
Configurable, with nine levels of difficulty.

Mouse Skills

Learners are taken stage by stage through the many
applications of the mouse. Move the mouse over an
object, drag and drop, drag along a path and the use
of drop-down menus are all represented. Various clicking
activities can be found such as clicking anywhere, click
timing and double clicking. Introductions to each
activity are provided, with a range of pleasing rewards.
Many games options are configurable, such as the
complexity of the task. Background graphics may be
switched off to provide a high contrast visual
appearance. Colours, sound effects and background
music may be similarly customised.

A fun introduction to the
keyboard using speech, phonics
and Widgit Symbols in engaging
exercises to teach literacy skills.
Each user has their own options
and settings that can be
controlled using the editor,
including the degree of support
provided during exercises. Users
interact with the program either
by using the keyboard or by
clicking letters with the mouse.
Fonts and speech support are
configurable. Teachers or parents
also have the opportunity to see
tracking of user progress. Reports
are generated showing exactly
where users are struggling,
meaning that activities can be
structured to provide the highest
learning impact.

Five Finger Typist

Teaches the keyboarding technique for single-handed
touch typing on a standard QWERTY keyboard for either
left or right hand use. Extremely easy and flexible to use.
Lessons are graded, starting with simple exercises to
assist with the learning of the correct key strokes. An
animated hand graphic on the screen shows the
correct hand movement as keys are typed. Typing
lessons can be printed to show a pupil's progress.
Includes a Windows / Mac CD.
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Social Skills - 6 Board Games Learn about Life

Learn About Life is an illustrated sexual education and
social skills program with straight-forward, candid
graphics and simple text. Effective for students who
don't understand euphemisms or veiled explanations,
but need to know what's going on with their bodies,
what is appropriate and how to stay safe. Learn About
Life makes this task easier, for both the learner and the
instructor. Ideal for students with limited to no reading
ability as many exercise pages contain no text. Includes
tasteful and clearly illustrated pictures for support with
concepts. Provides objectives and teaching
suggestions with each lesson. Has eight straightforward

lessons for each chapter, and six
chapters: Your Body-My Body,

Being a Woman,
Being a Man,

Having a Baby,
Be Safe,

& Relationships.

Six games covering morals, manners, empathy,
friendship, showing emotions and managing emotions.

There are no right or wrong answers in these six unique
board games. Each game has players discuss the
solutions to socially challenging situations and decide
upon the best action. Games target six areas: morals,
manners, empathy, friendship, showing emotions and
managing emotions. Includes six game boards, 24
counters, one die and one spinner.

Learning to Get Along Series

This software provides a collection of 14 books with colorful illustrations, to teach social and emotional skills and rules. It
is touch screen and single switch accessible, so children can read the stories independently. Stories include: Accept
and Value Each Person, Be Honest and Tell the Truth, Be Polite and Kind, Join In and Play, Reach Out and Give, Share
and Take Turns, Talk and Work it Out, Respect and Care for Things, Know and Follow the Rules, Listen and Learn, Be
Careful and Stay Safe, Try and Stick with It, Understand and Care, When I feel Afraid, Cool Down and Work Through
Anger. Features Include:

Touch screen and single switch compatible
Choose which books to make available
Manage Audio Features
Children Follow Along with Audio Reading or Read on own
Highlight feature to click and hear word definitions
Questions after each book
Stores Test Results
Software disc and 24-page user’s guide with printable PDF resources
For Windows only
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Breakthrough Coping with Chaos

Coping With Chaos is a story based program about
emotions and behaviour, suitable for children with
emotional and behavioural difficulties, and/or learning
difficulties. Sam goes to different places and you must
help him cope with the things that happen to him there.
First you must recognise how Sam feels, then you decide
what he does about it. Includes 14 different mini-stories
featuring realistic animations in 3D. These take place in
six familiar locations (a classroom, café etc), providing
situational variety. There are also two levels of play. The
simpler level is for learners only able to understand
‘happy’, ‘sad’ and ‘angry’, while the second level adds
emotions like ‘scared’, ‘bored’, ‘excited’ and
‘embarrassed’. Coping with Chaos is ideal for use on a
large display with a group of students and used as a
motivating focus for discussion. It is suitable for readers
and non-readers. All on-screen text for learners has
spoken support. Switch access options are available for
learners who cannot use the mouse or a touch screen.
Single, 5 User and 10 User licenses available.

A structured, how-to program for teaching academic,
life, and social skills. Includes visual supports and
suggestions for teaching students with autism or
Asperger’s syndrome. Focuses on social skills,
communication, and classroom management, with
numerous lesson plan reproducibles.

Topics include: Visual Supports, IEP Evaluations,
Functional Lesson Plans, Reading Readiness, Maths, Self
Help & Vocational Skills. Includes a Win/Mac CD with
printable PDFs and a spiralbound book, 240 pages.

Smile & Succeed for Teens

Designed uniquely for teens this
provides easy-to-follow lesson plans, practice activities
and reproducible pages to enable students to
demonstrate their social skills. It provides valuable tips,
proven techniques, and “must-do” strategies.

The award-winning offers an easy way for
students to improve people skills and confidence,
prepare for a job, collaborate with others, be prepared
for tasks/assignments, and get a head start in their
careers. In small or large group settings, teens will master
essential social skills, prepare for jobs, collaborate, and
communicate effectively.

Teachers will enable teens
to make powerful first
impressions that will
positively impact
their future.

Positive Behaviour Curriculum

Positive Behavior Curriculum is a behaviour
development and violence prevention program for the
inclusive classroom, grades 3-8. The five chapters focus
on: Coping with Anger, Conflict Resolution, Developing
Friendships, Keeping Yourself Safe, and Cultural
Acceptance. Each chapter provides reproducible
worksheets, fact pages for students, and an extensive
teacher’s guide. Includes a PDF CD for Windows/Mac,
of worksheets with a Classroom License for printouts.
Spiralbound book, 227 pages.

Introductory Kit includes one Teaching Guide and one
Student Book which may be photocopied. Classroom Kit
also available which includes one Teaching Guide and 8
Student Books.
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This award winning series is designed to help teach life
skills to older learners. It is suitable for non-readers and
provides the user with a real 'life skills' environment.
Activities are based around: shopping, lifelong learning,
travel, banking & leisure. The activities aim to enhance
skills such as sequencing, visual perception & visual
discrimination, social interaction and appropriate
behaviour, number recognition, problem
solving and coin recognition
(*note UK currency, but physical
SA currency can be used
for this task). Extensive use
is made of real-life signs,
symbols, photos and
video, which users will
be able to recognise
from their everyday
lives. Graded help is
available within the
activity.

Out & About 2: Around the Home

This award winning series is is designed to help teach life
skills to older learners. It is suitable for non-readers and
provides the user with a real 'life skills' environment. It
contains more advanced reading and writing activities
as well as those involving money (*note UK currency, but
physical SA currency can be used instead for this task),
pricing and general life skill issues designed for older
learners. Using special video
clips from 'Cooking for Fun' with
Ainsley Harriet, the activities
include: cooking, shopping,
use-by dates, spelling,
information gathering,
sequencing,
word processing.
Graded help is
available within the
activity & record
keeping is available.

Out & About 3: Gadgets at Home

Dynamite Emotions - Book, Software or Kit

The New Social Story Book

Social Stories that teach everyday skills to children with
Autism and Asperger’s syndrome, with a CD of
printable, editable stories. Stories such as Mistakes Can
Happen on a Good Day, It Was Fun but Now We’re
Done, When It Is My Turn to Listen, Saying What I Think
with Respect, Learning to Respond to Bullying, Telling
My Teacher about a Problem, Fire Drills at School,
Moving to a New Home, Children Grow Kind Of Slow,
The Truth about Messes, This Place is Busy and dozens
more!

A six-story curriculum for students to explore feelings and
conflict resolution in social and emotional challenges. Provides
stories about young adult characters with graphic novel style
illustrations. Curriculum begins with an illustrated mini-dictionary
of 28 feelings. Describes conflict with friends, family, and
coworkers. Examines how to identify feelings and how emotions
impact behavior.

Options Available
Book Version

Software Version:
Provides a read aloud option, with text
highlighting, and progress monitoring.

Introductory Kit:
Includes one book, one PDF CD, and
the multimedia software on a Win/Mac
CD. The PDF CD includes a printable
PDF file with a Classroom License that
lets you print stories for each student.

Comes with a CD with each
story in ready-to-print PDFs
and easy-to-edit Word files!
With the CD, you can
customize story content and
insert images relevant to your
child or student’s individual
experiences.
Carol also teaches you how
to write Social Stories yourself
- perfect for parents and
teachers! 254 pages.
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This award winning series is designed to help teach life
skills to older learners. This CD is suitable for non-readers
and provides the user with a real 'life skills' environment.
Users can listen, watch, discuss and even record their
own commentary while learning about household
gadgets. These include: the stove/cooker, microwave,
washing machine, iron, toaster, kettle.
Activities include: reveal the image,
sequencing, spot the difference,
spell the word and word
search. As with the other
Out and About titles,
it has built-in record
keeping, printable
resources, switch,
symbol and audio
support.
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Posters & Banners Classroom Set Captain Conrad's Space Adventures

An fun mix of topics crammed into one intergalactic
title! Join Captain Conrad as he travels from planet to
planet developing a multitude of skills along the way!
Each activity is specially designed to work on a
particular skill in this wonderful title. Fully narrated
throughout and great for unsupervised use. Exciting
animations, sound effects, songs and video. Covers
core topics and helps children to develop important
basic skills.

Give your classroom some bright new content with this
pack of useful, educational posters and banners.
Includes:
4 x A1 Posters (My Body, Shapes, Colours & Feelings); 1 x
Date, Season & Weather Board (Large, Laminated, Free
standing); 1 x Numeracy 1-10 Banner (Large, printed on
durable plastic); 1 x Days of the Week Banner (Large, on
durable plastic); 1 x Phonic Alphabet Banner (Large, on
durable plastic); 1 x Classroom labelling system
(laminated cards to place on objects in class)

MyBoard Software

This exciting software is ideal for use with the whole class on an interactive whiteboard or plasma screen.
Make activities for your learners, or just let them be creative! MyBoard includes lots of sample activities to get
you started, plus 2,000 pictures you can use.

There are lots of easy-to-use resources for making motivating activities,
such as sorting games for teaching shapes, spelling, number bonds;
sequencing activities, literacy games, numeracy tasks, 3D construction
sets, colouring books, dot-to-dots, board games, design and technology
activities, maps, circuit diagrams and more!

MyBoard also has a choice of simple tools that are ideal for less able
learners. The sizing and positioning tools are really easy to use - great for
whiteboards and people with poor fine motor control.

The product is user-friendly, colourful and attractive to younger learners.
It has a direct link to Google images, which is very useful.
The menus are uncluttered and practical to use.
Switch access is included, and it can also be used with a mouse.

It is attractive and motivating for the early years, mainly to use as a
teaching resource, but also with the facility to adapt for personalised
learning.
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Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to learn about a wide selection of insects.
Each entry consists of a colour photograph, with
sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 1,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to learn about a wide variety of different land, air
and sea transport. Each entry consists of a colour
photograph, with sounds and video where
appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 1,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to explore farm animals, machinery and produce.
Each entry consists of a colour photograph,
with sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 1,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to explore musical instruments, including string,
brass, woodwind and percussion instruments. Each
entry consists of a colour photograph,
with sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 1,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to explore wild animals. Each entry consists of a
colour photograph, with sounds and video
where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 2,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to explore foods. Each entry consists of a colour
photograph, and video to demonstrate
where different types of food come from,
what they look like and how they can be
used. Vegetables, meat, fish, dairy produce and
sugars/starches are included.
Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or info can
be retrieved through the menu, index or
search facility. Activities include a
scrapbook, spoken glossary for help with
difficult words,
& printables.
Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 2,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

The Learner's Library - Transport

The Learner's Library - On the Farm

The Learner's Library - Wild Animals

Learner's Library - Musical Instruments

The Learner's Library - Food
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The Learner's Library - Materials

The Learner's Library - Volume 1

Percy's Learning Box 1 - 5

This collection offers superb
value for money, as it
contains four of the popular
Learner's Library titles:

Also available as individual
titles.

The Learner's Library - Volume 2

Percy's Art Box
Percy's Computer Club
Percy's Thinking Skills
Percy's Body Explorer

All titles available
separately too -
see pg 153, 162-3

Percy Keeps Counting
Percy Has Fun With Science
Percy's World Of Words
Percy's Music Club

Percy's Money Box
(features UK money so
this compilation is discounted)
Percy On The Move
Percy Gets Measuring
Percy's Animal Explorer

Percy Learns Time
Percy's World Of Numbers
Percy's Picture Puzzles
Percy's Alphabet Workshop

Percy Teaches Maths
Percy Gets Into Shapes
Percy Makes Thinking Fun
Percy's Skills Builder

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to learn about the types of animals kept as pets,
what to feed them, how to look after them and more.
Each entry consists of a colour photograph,
with sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 2,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.

This collection offers superb
value for money, as it
contains four of the popular
Learner's Library titles:

Also available as individual
titles.

Designed especially for Foundation Phase, this is a fun
way to learn about natural materials, man-made
materials and the properties of different materials.
Each entry consists of a colour photograph,
with sounds and video where appropriate.

Two different levels of text are provided -
fully narrated for non-readers - or
information can be retrieved through the
menu, index or search facility. Activities
include a scrapbook, spoken glossary for
help with difficult words, and printable
worksheets.

Fully configurable
by the teacher.
This title is also part
of The Learner's
Library: Volume 2,
a great way to
save on the entire
collection.
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Learner's Library - Musical Instruments Art Touch
An accessible art program, for use with a single switch,
mouse or touch screen, to have fun and create works of
art. Choose from dozens of backgrounds, or start with a
clean slate. Hundreds of stencils of people, animals,
shapes and things can be dragged to your canvas.
Select colour and intensity with the paint palettes.
Position and size the
stencils, add finishing
touches, print, email
or save. ArtTouch is an
excellent tool for self-
expression or can be
used as a free time
reward. Appropriate
for all ages and
abilities.

An excellent resource for learning about music and
instruments. Each instrument is accompanied by a
colour photograph, and a real recording of its sound & a
tune. This combines with two different levels
of text (fully narrated for non-readers). Three
fun activities based on musical instruments,
a scrapbook, a
spoken glossary and
printable worksheets
are all included in the
program, which is fully
configurable by the
teacher. Features
string, brass,
woodwind and
percussion instruments.

Percy's Music Club
Enables children to explore some of the many elements
of music in a selection of fun activities. With 3 levels,
the activities cover the topics of pitch,
duration, tempo and dynamics. This fun title
also has both an on-screen keyboard and an
activity for children to compose music which
can be recorded and
played back.
Suitable for unsupervised
use, it includes printable
worksheets and an
extensive teacher's
section. Ideal for touch
screen or mouse users.

Percy's Art Box
The art box activity provides a selection of simple
drawing and painting tools to encourage children to
be creative. Children can also practice
colouring on the computer and painting by
numbers. The collage tool makes it easy to
create pictures with shapes and images,
whilst the activities encourage colour name
recognition. All images
can be printed.
Narrated for easy use
and with 3 levels of
difficulty. An extensive
teacher’s section and
printable worksheets
are included.

1-2-3 Paint
1-2-3 Paint can be used with one or two switches, a
mouse or touch screen. It allows children to colour in a
variety pf pages, with sound rewards to make it
motivating and fun at each step. 1-2-3 Paint has a high
contrast mode to support low vision users, and four
levels with different degrees of difficulty.
It includes an activity
which rewards you
with an animation
when you copy the
image correctly.
Choose from two
colour palettes or
create your own
colour through the
blending option.

Card Maker
Provides switch or mouse users the ability to make their
own greeting cards - a motivating and fun way to
spend leisure time or learn skills. 28 different
occasions including Christmas, birthdays,
Easter, Valentine's Day, anniversaries and
more. Each occasion has lots of bright,
card designs to choose from and edit.
Then print out your
card, complete
with folding
guidelines.
Use a mouse or one
or two switches.
Optional audible
scanning included.

Infant Image Workshop
A selection of images and artwork to enable children
to easily create scenes and images of their own. Ideal
for touch screen or mouse users, and with a simple
menu system, the user can select images and easily
click and drag images into position. Providing topics
ideal for the classroom, this product allows the user to
create a layout of a
town, make an insect
scene, build a face or
layout a scene based
on fantasy and fairy
tales.

Junior Image Workshop
The Junior Image Workshop provides a selection of
images and artwork to enable children to easily create
scenes and images of their own. Based around a simple
menu system, the user can select images which can be
scaled or rotated as required. The clear interface
provides topics covering Egyptians and inside a pyramid,
laying out a room, patterns and outdoor environments.
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Percy's Thinking Skills Percy Makes Thinking Fun
A selection of fun activities to help children extend
their visual perception and picture matching skills.
The activities are ideal for use unsupervised
and are fully narrated. Accompanied by
printable worksheets and an easy-to-use
teacher's section. Each activity features 3
levels of difficulty.
Practise sequencing,
grouping, sorting and
other fun actvities! Try
putting puzzles back
together, copying
patterns, using picture
dominoes, sorting
images and matching
two halves of a picture.

Children can have fun using this Percy title that helps
develop thinking, visual perception and logic skills. A
selection of fun activities (each with 3 levels of
difficulty) that can be used by even the

Percy's Body Explorer
Join Percy the caterpillar to practice recognising and
labelling parts of the body, understanding the senses, &
differences and similarities between people.
Vocabulary appropriate to the age group is
used throughout this title which also covers
the topic of looking after yourself. Supplied
with printable worksheets and features 3
levels of difficulty with
narrated text.

Suitable for
unsupervised use, this
title also includes an
extensive teacher's
section.

Percy's Animal Explorer
The games enable children to listen to different sounds
and work out which animal makes them, find the odd
one out, match pictures to sounds, learn
where different animals live, complete a
simple quiz and discover the characteristics
of the animals. Locations include a farm, a
garden, the jungle and under the sea.
Colour photographs,
animal sounds and
speech, combine in a
variety of educational
games that reinforce ICT
skills, picture and sound
recognition. Suitable for
unsupervised use and it
is also compatible with
touch screens.

Percy on the Move
The popular character, Percy the caterpillar,
encourages children to explore position, direction,
movement and spatial awareness through a
range of fun activities for Foundation
phase.With spoken instructions and 3 levels of
difficulty for each activity, the software is
suited for unsupervised
use. A teacher's section
and printable
worksheets
complement the
activities that include a
maze, picture grids,
puzzles and games to
develop the use of
positional language.

Percy's Picture Puzzles
Developing visual perception and picture recognition
skills, this program invites children to join Percy the
Caterpillar in a selection of simple, yet exciting
games. Recognise two pictures that match
exactly, spot pictures that are the 'odd one
out' and find the picture that fits exactly into
the required shape. Also included is a set of
simple jigsaw puzzles.
Can be used
unsupervised and is also
compatible with touch
screens. Printable
worksheets and a
certificate printing
function included.

Percy Learns Time
Ideal for foundation phase students, the six activities
feature analogue and digital clocks and encourage
the player to participate in activities that
involve reading the time, setting a clock,
finding a clock with a given time, placing
events in the correct order and working out
time differences.
With 3 levels of
difficulty and a
teacher's section with
the ability to control
whether children learn
'quarter-to' times,
'quarter-past' times or
both.

Percy's Skills Builder
Based around the themes of memory, observation
and listening, children develop their mental, visual
and listening skills. The easy-to-use activities have
3 levels of difficulty that encourage children to
memorise patterns, identify sounds, observe
objects and match pictures.
Printable worksheets
are included.

Develops memory,
observation and
listening skills. Fun
animations and sounds
included.

youngest player, as it is fully narrated. The title
features activities that include puzzle games,
matching pairs and picture sequences.

The software is also
supplied with printable
worksheets and an
extensive teacher's
section.
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Designed to provide a selection of fun activities for
children to practice and develop important basic skills.
For pre-school children, & those with special educational
needs, it has an easy-to-use, fully narrated interface.

The player can practice matching two halves of an
image, matching an object with its shadow, matching
pairs, matching letters with and image, and finally
matching numbers and shapes. The program is fully
configurable by the teacher.

Bric-A-Brac Sorting
Created to help develop thinking and logic skills. In the
activities included, the player must sort images into
groups with themes covering food, indoors & outdoors,
animals, shapes, numbers and colours.

Features clear attractive images and all text is fully
narrated for easy use. This title is suitable for
unsupervised use. An extensive teacher's section is
included to provide full control of the program.

Bric-A-Brac Identifying

Bric-A-Brac Basic Skills Combo

Practice identifying images that meet given criteria in
this Bric-a-Brac title. Find clothes of a certain colour and
animals with spots, stripes and shells. Guess what is
hiding behind the frosted window and look for images
based on numbers and initial letters. Suitable for pre-
school children, or those with special educational
needs. Fully narrated, with clear and attractive images.
The activities are suitable for unsupervised use and has
an extensive teacher's section.

Bric-A-Brac Thinking
Bric-a-Brac: Thinking, includes a selection of fun activities
that are fully narrated and use clear photographs.
Designed for early years, they help to develop important
basic skills. Players have to think carefully to find images
that are the opposite to each other, find images that go
together, find objects for a task and think about images
related to colour and time. Has an extensive teacher's
section and is ideal for unsupervised use.

Enjoy all four of these entertaining and educational
titles, to ensure that a wide range of topics are taught.
A switch accessible title, it is suitable for most access
methods and provides a valuable classroom tool for
use on a whiteboard as a group, or for individual work. Have a look at our Low Tech

teaching resources on pg 72
for some of our most popular

classroom resources!
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